
LA NEFERA - CUERPO Y ALMA
„We need more poems that run through our veins 
so that the substance flows, which eliminates the 

poison from our bodies and souls.“ 
(La Nefera | Cuerpo y Alma | 2020)

LA NEFERA is back with a brilliant new single. The song 
„Cuerpo y Alma“ (i.e. body and soul) will be released on May 
29th, 2020. In the new song, the Swiss native shakes you 
awake with strong words and a head banging beat, while at 

the same time pouring out her heart.

The track starts with the sentence: „Deja que esta pista ruede para sacar todo lo que llevo en mi corazon...“ 
in english: „Let the beat roll so I can let out everything that is in my heart...“ With her honest and direct 

rhymes the rapper glides skilfully over the powerful „Boom bap“ beat and makes a lot of noise. 

Inspired by this time of deceleration, LA NEFERA speaks of the silence that lets the inner voice resound, 
giving the chance for a confrontation with oneself. In the darkness and silence, words create realities and 
hold the power to free emotions and thus the body and soul. In the song „Cuerpo y Alma“ LA NEFERA 
shows itself to be connected with all those people who are threatened to sink into deep waters in times of 
isolation. Contrary to the proverb „After the crisis is before the crisis“, she reveals in it the hope that people 

do not misjudge the chance of a new beginning and encourages stronger solidarity and cohesion. 
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LA NEFERA
LA NEFERA derived from „Nefertiti“, the Egyptian queen, means „The 
beauty has come“. Born and raised in the Dominican Republic, this 
multifaceted committed musician has always preserved a piece of her 
culture. With her empowerment rap, LA NEFERA has long been known 
in the scene as the „Latin Rap Pharaona of Switzerland“. As front 
woman of various band formations such as LA NEFERA, KALLEMI or 
ERROR 404, she has already entered important stages all over the world 
from Germany, Canada, Mozambique, England to Palestine. But also 
in Switzerland, the Basel native can look back on numerous notable 
concerts with her live band, including the OPENAIR ST. GALLEN, ROCK 
OZ‘ARÉNES, ZERMATT UNPLUGGED or the OPENAIR BASEL. In her 
music the rhythms of her Latin American culture of origin merge with hip 
hop and electronic sounds. With this mixture, her social commitment 
and her media presence, the rapper has won the BASEL POP AWARD 
in 2018 and got airplay and rotations on various Swiss radio stations, 
including SRF VIRUS and SRF 3. Together with the Bernese DJ and 
producer OXIDIX and her band, consisting of sousaphonist VICTOR 
HEGE and percussionist ALBERTO GARCIA NAVARRO, she is 
announcing several single releases this year. These give a first taste of 

the upcoming EP (release date: spring 2021).
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